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Case Note: (18142664) CIB R/S - FURTHER TO LOGS
17 /148/166/205 - NOLLE PROSEQUI HISTORICAL SEX ABUSE AT
RETTA DIXON HOME.

Case Note
IO:
Date Created:
Title:
Note Type:
Applies To:

18142664
27 Nov 2002 15:33
CIB R/S - FURTHER TO LOGS 17/148/166/205 - NOLLE PROSEQUI HISTORICAL SEX
ABUSE AT RETTA DIXON HOME.
CIB RUNNING SHEET
NEWMAN, ROGER JOHN, P1025

Details:

NEWMAN reports collectingl;\JE
Jand Carmen McMAHON and conveying them to DPP to be briefed by
Glen DOOLEY in relation to tne tortncommg tnat ( /12/2002) of Donald HENDERSON, who is the alleged offender in
historical sexual abuse matters.
HENDERSON was convicted for trial on the 8/2/2002.
~
fv~o currently resi~es in Perth is the third victim in the matter whilst a fourth complainantlAJB
~:>r Allee springs has since died of cancer.
~L-----~
M1cnae1 CAREY of DPP viewed the file and it was his opinion that the matter would not succeed in the Supreme Court.
Part of his decision was based on a separate trial application by HENDERSON which CAREY believed would be
successful, thus diminishing the chances of a successful prosecution.
CAREY subsequently filed a Nolle Proseaui in relation to the matter.
Outcome explained to both
Carmen McMAHON appeared happy as the decision as she didn't feel
comfortable with a further appearance before the courts.
~JE
t.vas~nhaoov with the dec·1sion but understood the reasoning .
Attempt~ to contactfJD
Jin Perth to date have been unsuccessful and enquiries are continuing to locate and
advise him of s~me .
Once~JD
jrocated and advised matter to be finalised.
Involvements:
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Case ID

167394

Log#

238
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CASE CREATED FROM INCIDENT 167394

Created By

RJN

Date Created

27 Nov 2002 15:33

Attachments:

No Attachments.
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